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FIND HIM ON:

ABOUT BRIAN
Brian Rashid is an international speaker and one of the world’s leading
experts in monetizing messages and creating stories that sell. He is CEO
of A Life in Shorts, a communications and digital media agency that works
with the most influential companies, small businesses, and entrepreneurs.
Brian is also a weekly contributor at Forbes Magazine and advises over
100 startup companies around the globe. He loves helping organizations
and individuals turn their passion into a profit.

www.brianrashid.com
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HAPPY CUSTOMERS:

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING:

“One of the most educational, relevant, and entertaining
trainings I have ever attended. It made me see
public speaking in a whole new way.”
— Rafael Hurtado
KPMG

“Planting the seeds of transformation is Brian’s gift.
I am a new leader because of this training, and I will
use everything I learned to empower those around
me to become better leaders, as well.”
— Thomas Martin
Linkedin

FIND BRIAN ON SOCIAL MEDIA

BRIAN RASHID

SPEAKING TOPIC

“The Secrets of Silicon Valley”
A GLOBALLY DELIVERED SPEAKING AND TRAINING SERIES THAT TEACHES:
»»How to create multiple sources of income
from anywhere in the world.
»»How to build your personal list and grow a
community that buys from you.
»»How to sell your idea, product, service, or idea
before investing a lot of time and money.
»»The difference between seeking investment
and bootstrapping.
»»The first five things you need to do today to
start a business.

NOTABLE PREVIOUS APPEARANCES
»» Credit Suisse | New York, NY
»» Citigroup | San Francisco, CA
»» Salesforce | San Francisco, CA
»» KPMG | San Francisco, CA
»» Twitter | San Francisco, CA
»» Credit Karma | San Francisco, CA

»» WeWork | Tel Aviv, Israel
»» SuraAmerica | Medellin, Colombia
»» Digital African Women Keynote | Brussels, Belgium
»» Skoklovo School of Business | Moscow, Russia
»» United World College | Dilijan, Armenia
»» Universidad Autonomo de Chiuahua | Mexico

CONNECT WITH BRIAN

connect@brianrashid.com
www.brianrashid.com

